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1. Are you __ of ghosts? 

(A) strange (B) free (C) afraid (0) alive 

2. I need to __ my suitcase. 

(A) learn (B) swim (C) pack (0) happen 

3. Can you __ rope? 

(A) forget (B) start (C) hate (0) jump 

4. Mary __ the piano every day after school. 

(A) imagines (B) admires (C) practices (D) understands 

5. Phew! The food is very __; you should throw it out. 

(A) marvelous (B) animated (C) dangerous (D) smelly 

6. She talked to a at the market. 

(A) peanut (B) neighbor (C) bamboo (0) banquet 

7. Don't stop now. We've still got a to go. 

(A) long way (B) wrong way (C) right way (0) big way 

8. __' I didn't like him, but now I do. 

(A) On first (B) On second (C) this second (D) At first 

9. My family __ when we tried to drive to Kenting (mT). 

(A) gets up (B) got lost (C) gets back (0) got on 

10. Oranges are very __ vitamin C. 

(A) good at (B) bad for (C) rich in (0) poor in 

II. That loud noise is __ me crazy! 

(A) trying (B) wishing (C) driving (0) hearing 

12. The woman her son. 

(A) be pride in (B) is proud of (C) take proud of (0) proud herself on 
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(A) The department stores in Taiwan usually have movie theaters, but the department stores in America usually _(13)_. In 

Taiwan, the department stores are open seven days _(14)_ week. In America, the department stores are usually _(15)_ 

on Sunday. Ifpeople want to go _(16)_ on Sunday, they have to go to shopping malls. 

13. (A) isn't (B) aren't (C) didn't (0) don't 

14. (A) by a (B) on a (C) a (D) in a 

15. (A) to close (B) closing (C) close (0) closed 

16. (A) a shop (B) shopping (C) shop (0) to shop 
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(B) About one out of ten people between the ages of 19 and 44 in Taiwan are vegetarians. Believe it _(17)_, a study in 

March 2007 showed that about 70% of vegetarian foods sold in Taiwan are not really vegetarian at all. _(18)_ make these 

foods think they can get away with lying. That might be true _(19)_ a while. But now, if they lie about their products, 

they will have to _(20)_ 

17. (A) or never (B) or not (C) so on (D) what not 

18. (A) These what (B) Those what (C) All people (D) Those who 

19. (A) for (B) from (C) by (D) to 

20. (A) get by pay (B) pay a fine (C) get paid (D) take a fine 
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(A) Ping Pong Game 

Come join us on Sunday afternoon at 3:00.
 

Dayeh University
 

Bring your Paddle
 

We have tables and balls. 

21. When is the ping pong game? It is__. 

(A) 2 weekends from now (B) on Sunday afternoon (C) on an afternoon after school (D) during school hours 

22. What should you bring? Bring a __. 

(A) table (B) friend (C) paddle (D) ball 

(B)	 Mad Cow Disease 

Mad Cow Disease was found in Europe in the 1980's. It has also been found in North America. When buying meat, 

find out where it is from. Consider eating chicken or pork instead of beef. 

Report from the Taiwanese Government 

23. What is beef? It is 

(A) pig meat (B) dog meat (C) cow meat (D) horse meat 

24. What is this passage? It is __. 

(A) a menu at a restaurant (B) a report from the government (C) a list oftravel ideas (D) an advertisement for 

chicken 

25. Where has Mad Cow Disease not been found? 

(A) In Canada (B) In England (C) In America (D) In Taiwan 




